
Dear Parents,

We extend our sincerest and most heartfelt wishes for a

prosperous and fulfilling New Year 2024.

At BCM Arya, our unwavering commitment lies in the holistic

development of our students, a commitment realized through

their active engagement in a spectrum of scholastic and co-

scholastic pursuits. Our monthly newsletter stands as a

testament to this dedication, serving as a conduit to keep you

abreast of the myriad activities and academic milestones

attained during the preceding month. With great pleasure, we

present the latest installment of our newsletter, encapsulating

the happenings and scholastic coverage from the months of

December and January.



The glimpse of these undertakings are
mentioned herein.

The Roll a Story competition unfolded with a

distinct purpose—to instill moral values, enhance

oratory proficiency, and furnish an expansive

platform for children to articulate their thoughts,

showcase facial expressions, and demonstrate

dramatization skills upon the stage. The event bore

witness to a cohort of youthful and fervent

storytellers, each armed with their respective props,

who captivated the audience with enchanting

narratives, leaving an indelible impression on the

onlookers. The competition, an exercise in

expressive eloquence, not only served as a

celebration of creativity but also stood as an

evidence to the remarkable abilities inherent by

these budding orators.



In pursuit of inspiring, acquainting, and nurturing

the artistic sensibilities among our tiny tots, the Cap

Making Activity unfolded on the 25th of November.

This engaging endeavor invited the little ones to

revel in the craftsmanship of folding and

embellishing paper caps, utilizing a delightful array

of pom poms and assorted decorative materials. The

ambiance was imbued with joy as the children

wholeheartedly immersed themselves in this

creativity showcasing an exuberant and enthusiastic

participation that underscored the success of this

enriching, fun-filled activity.



On the virtual platform, the celebration of Lohri unfolded

on the 12th of January, 2024. The day commenced with

rhythmic and jubilant dancing, synchronizing with the

resounding beats of the traditional dhol, thereby

establishing an exuberant and festive ambiance. Adorned

in traditional attire, the children actively participated in the

revelry, delighting in the expression of their cultural

heritage with a sense of style and panache. The virtual

Celebration, seamlessly blending tradition and modernity,

epitomized a collective embrace of cultural richness in a

contemporary context.



L.K.G recently orchestrated a delightful Potluck Lunch,

presenting students with an authentically enriching

experience. Beyond savoring a diverse array of

meticulously crafted homemade dishes, this gathering

seamlessly evolved into a splendid platform for the

cultivation of vital social skills. It fostered an environment

that encouraged the principles of sharing and caring,

thereby nurturing a profound sense of community among

the participants. The children, in their entirety, ardently

embraced the occasion, transmuting it into an indelibly

memorable and joyous convergence.



On December 1st , 2023, a captivating excursion blended

with both fun and educational elements was meticulously

arranged for the UKG class. Beyond the exhilarating rides

and entertainment, this excursion provided students with

experiences that seamlessly complemented their academic

curriculum. Engaging in group activities, sharing exciting

moments, strengthening interpersonal bonds, and creating

indelible memories were integral aspects of this enriching

outing.



On December 29, 2023, the LKG students immersed

themselves in a delightful New Year card-making activity.

Armed with heart-shaped origami sheets, each child

engaged in the art of pasting and decorating. The task

involved embellishing the origami hearts with pearls and

studs, fostering fine motor skills through precise

coordination. This simple yet engaging activity ignited

creativity and expression, turning each card into a unique

masterpiece. As they delicately adorned the origami hearts,

students not only developed cognitive skills but also

enjoyed a collaborative environment, sharing ideas and

creating a festive atmosphere in their learning space.



SR. NO. STUDENT NAME (FIRST POSITION) FATHER’S NAME

1. TAHIRA RAHUL DHAND 

2. SHIVEN MARWAHA SHIVEK MARWAHA

3. VNISSHA NIKHIL JINDAL

4 TANSHI WADHAWA KARAN WADHAWA

5. HARNAAZ KAUR AVNEET SINGH

6. MIRA SALUJA TARUN KUMAR

SR. NO. STUDENT NAME (SECOND 

POSITION)

FATHER’S NAME

7 MAAHIR PANKAJ BANKEY 

8 TUSHYA GUPTA SAHIL GUPTA

9 JUGAT KAUR MANMEET SINGH

SR. NO. STUDENT NAME (THIRD POSITION) FATHER’S NAME

10 GURSAANJH SINGH SONI RAMINDER SINGH SONI

11 MISHIKA CHAWLA VISHAL CHAWLA

12 ISHMAN KAUR PRABHJOT SINGH 

13 DRITI KAURA KARAN KAURA

14 INAAYA MALHOTRA RAMAN MALHOTRA 
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15. ASEES KAUR GURNEET SINGH

16 AWALNOOR KAUR MANKOO AMRINDER SINGH 

MANKOO

SR. NO. STUDENT NAME (CONSOLATION) FATHER’S NAME

17 SAAVI LOVELESH GOEL 

18 BAANI ROHIT BHUTANI 

19 PANAV THAPAR KUSHAL THAPAR

20 GANISHKA NITIN KUMAR

21 VIRAANSH DEEPAK BASSI

22 HARKIRAT SINGH FARWAHA HARNAM SINGH 

FARWAHA
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To prepare your LKG child for the next developmental

milestone, focus on fostering English-speaking skills,

vocabulary, and essential life skills. Begin by incorporating

these simple yet effective strategies into your daily routine:

1. *Conversational Practice:* engage your child in daily 

conversations, encouraging them to express thoughts and 

ask questions in English. This regular practice builds 

confidence and fluency.

2. *Storytime Rituals:* make reading English storybooks a 

regular ritual. Discuss the stories together to enhance 

comprehension and stimulate critical thinking skills.



3. *Word Games:* Introduce fun word games like matching

and rhyming to make vocabulary learning interactive and

enjoyable.

4. *Labeling:* Label common household items with their

English names to reinforce vocabulary and connect words

with real-world objects.

5. *Educational Apps and Videos:* explore age-appropriate

educational apps and videos that offer engaging language

activities to boost vocabulary and communication skills.

These foundational practices lay the groundwork for a

holistic approach to language development and prepare

your child for the next stages of learning.



• You can send your ward in civil

dress on his/her birthday.

• Kindly do not pack your child’s

tiffin in silver foil.

• Go through the almanac and BCM

Arya app daily.






